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Abstract 

Wearable body weight support systems can assist individuals with mobility impairments in performing daily living 
activities with greater ease and independence. However, existing systems have limitations in terms of balancing 
their strength, compact size, interaction with the ground, and driving. In this paper, we present the High-Strength 
and Flexible Mechanism (HSFM) designed for body weight support. The HSFM utilizes a coiling truss mechanism 
to perform flexible transformation between a straight and spiral shape. Its complex linkages create the mechanical 
constraints of the structure and enhance its stiffness. Additionally, the HSFM achieved a high extension rate, effective 
wire-driven mechanism, and smooth shift of the grounding point. We provide a detailed description of the HSFM, 
including the simplest 4-linkage mechanism, its mechanical constraints, and the wire-driven mechanism. Moreover, 
we conducted parametric analysis and geometric calculation on the link structure. The results justified the mechani-
cal constraints of the HSFM and ensured the high extension rate. Further, its functionality for body weight support 
was evaluated with the hardware and showed sufficient results in terms of strength, smooth grounding, and wire-
driven. This novel mechanism has the potential to develop a wearable body weight support robot enhancing daily 
living activities such as sit-to-stand transfer and walking.

Keywords High-strength and flexible mechanism, Body weight support, Wire driven, Parallel link, Mechanical 
robotics

Introduction
Assistance devices for daily living activities have been 
developed to assist individuals with disabilities or mobil-
ity impairments in performing everyday tasks such as sit-
to-stand and walking. Body weight support systems can 
be particularly useful in these contexts, as they support 
the individual’s body weight during activities that might 
otherwise be challenging or impossible.

Various devices have been developed to provide body 
weight support. Robotic caster walkers [1, 2] are capable 
of supporting the user’s body weight and improving the 
safety and stability of walking movements. However, they 

tend to be bulky and have limited mobility on stairs. Har-
ness-type systems have a high capacity to prevent falls, 
but their installation requires large-scale structures, such 
as ceiling construction [3, 4]. On the other hand, robotic 
exoskeletons [5–8] are wearable and compact, and they 
can assist with several movements. However, due to their 
compact design, their capacity for body weight support 
is limited. Additionally, these devices do not provide 
sufficient protection against falls since they are not sus-
pended from the ceiling and yet the support polygon is 
only the wearer’s feet.

Asada et al. have developed limb-type wearable robots 
that can solve the problem. [9, 10]. They support body 
weight sufficiently with assistive braces and assist the 
wearer in maintaining a static posture [11, 12]. The braces 
expand the support polygon of the wearer and enhance 
the stability. Additionally, the braces employ linear actua-
tors that offer high force and compactness. However, 
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flexibility, which is the capability of changing posture 
in response to assistance situations, is limited. Flexibil-
ity is important for limb-type wearable robots and body 
weight support systems, as it provides essential aspects 
for their functionality.

We focus on two aspects to which flexibility can con-
tribute: extension rate and dynamic grounding. Firstly, 
flexible mechanisms achieve a high extension rate: they 
can extend during only assistance, whilst it shrinks at 
other times. Since they can minimize interference with 
the user when not assisting, the comfortableness for 
the wearer will be improved. Secondly, flexibility can 
enhance the dynamic grounding function. The ground-
ing points of the aforementioned robots are fixed on 
static points and cannot be applied to assist dynamic 
activities. However, flexible structures can change their 
posture based on environmental contact areas and shift 
their contact points to achieve the assistance for dynamic 
motions. To increase the variation of assistance such as 
walking, sit-to-stand, and turning, careful considera-
tion must be given to ground interaction. Therefore, to 
achieve comfortable and variable body weight support, 
we need mechanisms that can provide both flexibility and 
high strength.

Many researchers have aimed to balance robotic arms’ 
strength and flexibility. Deformable arms, for example, 
can change their postures with many degrees of freedom 
[13–15]. Origami structures provide high extension rate 
due to their deplorable mechanism [16, 17]. Additionally, 
they can get high rigidity to support body weight [18]. 
Although they have achieved a good balance between 
their strength and flexibility, their usage for body weight 
support is limited. This is because they can cause unpre-
dictable deformation under large external forces, which 
can endanger the wearer such as instability and falling. 
Another example is parallel linkage mechanisms, which 
can achieve high strength due to their structural robust-
ness while maintaining a high extension rate [19, 20]. 
However, they require many actuators to change poses, 
making the driving system more complex. Conversely, 
scissor structural mechanisms can be driven with only 
one actuator, despite being a form of parallel linkage 
mechanism [21, 22]. However, their strength is ensured 
by the metallic materials [23] because the mechanism’s 
simplicity cannot provide high structural strength. Since 
the metallic parts can increase the weight of the mecha-
nism and decrease the comfortableness of the wearer, 
the strength should be ensured by the mechanism’s com-
plexity. In addition, the scissor mechanism still has a 
limitation regarding the actuators: the longer the scissor 
mechanism, the more actuating power it requires.

Therefore, by summarizing the above literature, the 
requirements of the body weight support mechanism 

for the limb-type robot can be listed as: High structural 
strength, high extension rate, dynamic interaction with 
the ground, and simple driving system. The coiling truss 
mechanism [24] can provide a solution to match those 
requirements. Coiling truss mechanisms comprise 4 
linkage mechanisms and demonstrate a flexible trans-
formation between straight and spiral poses. The high 
extension rate can be achieved by the unique transfor-
mation. Furthermore, the spiral shape will contribute 
to the continuous shifts on the ground without any 
slip and fall. The structural strength of this mechanism 
is expected to be high owing to its singular postures 
and complex mechanical constraints. However, since 
the strength of the mechanism is not mentioned in the 
paper [24], it must be justified with the prototype. Fur-
thermore, the methodology of driving has not yet been 
developed. The system must transform the pose of the 
mechanism with as few actuators as possible.

In this paper, we have developed the High-Strength 
and Flexible Mechanism (HSFM) that satisfies the 
requirements, as shown in Fig.  1 and Additional file  1 
(video format). The mechanism was designed based on 
the coiling truss mechanism [24]. Its spiral shape makes 
the interaction of the ground smooth and ensures the 
high extension rate. The structural strength of the 
HSFM was investigated on a geometric analysis and 
was ensured through simulations and real-world exper-
iments. Moreover, the driving system was developed 
with wires and only one motor. We confirmed that the 
driving system can transform the shape of the HSFM 
under external forces.

Contributions that this paper provides are listed 
below: (1) A mechanism that flexibly transforms 
between straight and spiral postures while maintain-
ing high structural strength was developed. (2) A wire-
driven system for transforming the mechanism was 
developed by using only one motor. (3) Experiments to 
evaluate the mechanism in terms of strength, dynamic 
grounding function, and required wire force were con-
ducted and showed sufficient results for body weight 
support.

In the following section of this paper, the base mecha-
nism of the HSFM and its 1st prototype are introduced 
in "Mechanism" Section  . Following that, parametric 
analyses are conducted for understanding the length 
parameters’ effects on the mechanical property in "Par-
ametric analysis" Section. Based on the analysis and 
tests with the 1st prototype, the 2nd prototype is rede-
signed and experiments using it are done in "Experi-
ments and discussion" Section. Finally, we discuss the 
limitations of this study and future plan in "Conclusion" 
Section.
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Mechanism
This section describes a base mechanism of the High-
Strength and Flexible Mechanism (HSFM) and its 1st 
prototype.

Base mechanism
The basic structure of the HSFM comprises a series of 
four linkage mechanisms (Fig.  1a) [24]. The simplest 
mechanism consists of three T-shaped units and one 
crossing link: Fig. 1a. Unit 1 is connected to unit 2, unit 
2 is connected to unit 3, and the crossing link is con-
nected between one side of unit 1 and the opposite side 
of unit 3. Figure 1a show that the simplest mechanism’s 
pose changes according to the crossing link’s movements. 
Since the crossing link can rotate the opposite direction, 

a stopper to prevent the movement are necessary for 
actual usage. Although the mechanism is a simple closed-
link mechanism, a mechanism that connects the units 
serially has three novel characteristics: mechanical con-
straints, wire drive, and smooth grounding function.

One of the novel characteristics is its mechanical con-
straints, which provide two features: high structural 
strength and flexible transformation. The constraints are 
justified by the number of the degree of freedom (DoF): 
DoF of the HSFM is always 1 even if the number of units 
constructing the HSFM is different. Based on Kutzbach-
Gruebler’s equation, the DoF of the simplest 4 link mech-
anism (Fig. 1a) is obtained as

(1)DoF3 = 3(L− 1)− 2J = 3(4 − 1)− 2 · 4 = 1

Fig. 1 Basic mechanism of the HSFM. a The minimum 4-bar link mechanism. b Transformation between straight and circular shapes. c Driving 
with wires
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where L and J are the numbers of links and pivot joints, 
respectively. When using five units (Fig.  1c), the DoF is 
also calculated as one:

Hence, the entire mechanism has one DoF. The detailed 
relationship between each unit is described in "Mechani-
cal constraints" Section.

Due to the mechanical constraints, the HSFM per-
forms a unique transformation between straight and 
spiral shapes, as shown in Fig.  1b. We define the units 
as unit 1 – unit n from the tip of the HSFM, as shown 
in Fig.  1b. Additionally, we defined the units posing a 
straight as a straight state, and those posing a spiral as a 
spiral state (Fig. 1b). The transformation starts from the 
tip, and the other units in the straight state do not move 
until the moving units approach the units. Hence, the 
straight state is not sensitive enough and can be regarded 
as a rigid body. The middle units are defined as a mid-
dle state in Fig. 1b, and the state shifts gradually accord-
ing to the transformation. The units finishing the middle 
state become the spiral state. In the spiral state, the units 
reach a singular posture and can be regarded as a rigid 
body. These features are also seen in the reverse transfor-
mation from spiral to straight poses. Regarding structural 

(2)DoF5 = 3(L− 1)− 2J = 3(8− 1)− 2 · 10 = 1

strength, since some parts of the HSFM can be regarded 
as rigid bodies, its structure can be strong. We confirm 
that the HSFM can sufficiently support body weight 
without metallic material in "Strength for body weight 
support" Section.

Secondly, the HSFM is driven using wires (Fig.  1c). 
The wires are threaded through each unit and tied to the 
tip of the HSFM. When pulling up the wires tied to the 
inside of the spiral, the mechanism gradually changes 
toward a spiral pose and vice versa. This function enables 
us to transform and maintain the pose of the HSFM using 
wires, pulleys, and motors. The design of the driving sys-
tem is explained in "1st prototype" Section. Additionally, 
the wire length is calculated in "Wire length" Section.

Finally, the HSFM rolls on the ground smoothly. The 
units in the spiral state rolls on the ground and changes 
its grounding point when transforming. This smooth 
grounding will help support body weight with shifts in a 
center of gravity of the user. We will show the demonstra-
tion of the grounding and trajectory measurement in "1st 
prototype" and "Grounding" Sections.

1st prototype
We developed the 1st prototype of the HSFM, as shown 
in Fig.  2. The 1st prototype was fabricated using a 3D 

Fig. 2 The 1st prototype of the HSFM. a Flexible transformation between straight and spiral postures. b Wire-driven mechanism and wire paths. c 
Demonstration of the grounding function and its setup
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printer Ultimaker3 and PLA (polylactic acid) material. 
The pivot joints were tightened with low-head bolts and 
nylon nuts. For a smooth rotation, a metal washier was 
inserted into every joint, and they got lubricated with 
grease. The whole mechanism comprised 13 units and 
was capable of housing its tip units inside its root units, 
as shown in Fig. 2a. The housing function was achieved 
by designing to increase unit size as it goes to the root. Its 
mass without the driving system is 0.8 kg, and the total 
mass is 2.0 kg. Detailed design policy was determined 
based on parametric analysis and will be explained in 
"Parametric analysis" Section. Additionally, its strength is 
evaluated with further design and fabrication in "Strength 
for body weight support" Section.

The wire-driven mechanism was constructed as shown 
in Fig.  2b. Four polyethylene wires were tightened to 
unit 1: two wires were for coiling and the others were 
for uncoiling. Every unit had four small holes that each 
wire goes through. The top of the mechanism had a driv-
ing system comprising one DC motor, four gears, four 
pulleys, and shafts. The motor rotates the pulleys and 
wounds the wires. The rotation direction of the pulleys 
was designed to be different: when the pulleys for uncoil-
ing rotate clockwise, the pulleys for coiling rotate coun-
terclockwise. This strategy leads to one advantage for the 
number of motors. In an easy design, when one motor 
wounds one wire, another motor needs to release another 
wire, which requires two motors and makes the control 
more complex. However, this driving system is designed 
to use one motor by wounding one wire and simultane-
ously releasing the other wire. The motor also can keep 
the tension force and the HSFM’s posture with a position 
controller.

We demonstrated the grounding function of the mech-
anism: Fig.  2c. For the demonstration, a frame box was 
built with aluminum frames. The top of the 1st prototype 
was mounted on two poles. Since the mechanism can-
not stand by itself, these poles played a role to support 
it. Linear bushes were attached to the poles and allow the 
1st prototype to move in two directions. The units in the 
straight state of the 1st prototype was always kept verti-
cal to the ground by the poles and linear bushes. Further, 
we drove the motor at a constant speed, and the mecha-
nism moved as shown in Fig. 2c. The 1st prototype lifted 
the poles meanwhile shifting its grounding point. The 1st 
prototype did not break by the weight of the poles, which 
confirmed that the structural strength of the mechanism 
is high even with its plastic material.

Parametric analysis
This section conducts the parametric analysis and calcu-
lation on the HSFM’s geometry.

Length ratio
The basic design of the HSFM was selected from seven 
parameter sets to obtain more strong mechanism (Fig. 3). 
The structural strength of the HSFM changes when 
the length ratio of the units changes. Stress analyses 
were conducted on Fusion 360 to evaluate their struc-
tural strength. A certain force was applied to the seven 
mechanisms in two postures: straight and circular. In 
the straight pose, a downward force is applied to the top 
of the mechanism, and the position of the bottom unit 
was locked. The results represent the strength of the 
straight state when supporting body weight. Regarding 
the circular pose, the tip of the mechanism experiences 
a force, and the top of the upper unit was locked. This 
force simulates the situation where a reaction force from 
environmental contact points is applied to the circular 
parts. In this comparison, the total height of the mecha-
nisms was unified. In each set, the ratio between adjacent 
units is unified as 1.10. We assumed that the ratio should 
range from 1.05 to 1.15 to realize a spiral shape. 1.10 was 
selected as the average of the range.

First, the strength in the straight pose was higher in 
mechanisms (i), (iv), and (vii). Large displacements were 
not observed for any of the three mechanisms. The com-
mon property of these three mechanisms is that the 
length ratio between b and c is identical. The force could 
be distributed equally to the left (side of b) and right (side 
of c), which enhanced the strength of these mechanisms. 
When comparing mechanisms (ii) and (iii) in the straight 
pose, mechanism (iii) was influenced more by the verti-
cal force. Similarly, mechanism (vi) was affected more 
than mechanism (v). These results clarify that a mecha-
nism for which length c is longer than length b could be 
weaker than the mechanism for which c is shorter than b.

Second, mechanism (iv) is the strongest in the circu-
lar pose among the seven sets. We considered that the 
applied force could be distributed well in mechanism 
(iv): The crossing link is almost parallel to the bottom 
segment of each unit, which suppresses the increase 
in torque. Mechanisms (i), (ii), (v), and (vii) had similar 
characteristics regarding the angle, and their displace-
ments were smaller than those of the other mechanisms. 
Mechanisms (iii) and (vi) in the circular pose were very 
weak against the reaction force from the ground.

Finally, based on these analyses, we adopt mechanism 
(iv), whose length ratio is a:b:c = 2:1:1.

Spiral shape
One of the advantages of this mechanism is its high 
expansion ratio. The advantage comes from the rela-
tive size of each unit. The size should be carefully 
determined because maximizing the extension ratio is 
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required whilst avoiding conflicts between the parts is 
essential. The mechanism was designed based on spiral 
sketches. Spirals are ideal for this purpose because they 
can contain smaller circles inside the bigger one with-
out any interference.

For the design, an Archimedes spiral is drawn, as 
shown in Fig.  4. Archimedes’ spirals have equal space 
for each circle, which is useful for the design com-
pared with other spirals such as logarithmic spirals and 
hyperbolic spirals. Next, the spirals are separated by 45 
degrees each, and the length of each line is used as the 
unit’s length a ("Length ratio" Section). 45 degrees was 
obtained from the 3D model in Fig. 3 (iv). Based on the 

length parameters, the HSFM was designed. As a result, 
a higher extension rate can be obtained.

Mechanical constraints
The length parameters were determined in "Length ratio" 
and "Spiral shape" Sections. Based on the parameters, 
the relationship between the units was calculated to 
clarify the mechanical constraints of the HSFM. Follow-
ing mathematical formulas lead to the relationships. Fig-
ure 5a shows the parameters of the 4 linkage mechanism. 
To represent θ2 as a function of θ1 , we solved the equation 
below:

Fig. 3 Comparison of the strength of seven mechanisms with different length ratios. The blue arrow means the position and direction 
that the force is applied. The lock marker means that the position of the point is locked
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Then, u, x, and y are represented as

where a, b, and c are defined in Fig.  5a. By substituting 
Eq. (4)–Eq. (6) to Eq. (3), θ2 can be obtained as a function 
of θ1.

(3)u2 = x2 + y2

(4)u2 = (c1 + b3)
2
+ (a1 + a2)

2

(5)
x = b3 + a2sinθ2 + a1sin(θ1 + θ2)

+ c1cos(θ1 + θ2)

(6)
y = a2cosθ2 + a1cos(θ1 + θ2)

− c1sin(θ1 + θ2)

(7)θ2 = sin
−1(β/

√

γ 2 + δ2)− α

where α , β , γ and δ can be described as

Based on this formula, the relative posture of each unit 
can be calculated. The relative angle between the units is 
defined as θ1 – θ5 , as shown in Fig. 5b. Figure 5c shows 
that the angles θ2 – θ5 change according to the transition 
of θ1 . θ2 is the most affected by the change in θ1 . In con-
trast, θ5 was not influenced by the transition of θ1 at all. 

(8)α = tan
−1(δ/γ )

(9)
β = c1b3 + a2c1sinθ1

+ a1a2(1− cosθ1)

(10)
γ = a2b3 + a1b3cosθ1

− b3c1sinθ1

(11)δ = c1b3cosθ1 + b3a1sinθ1

Fig. 4 Spiral sketch for designing the HSFM

Fig. 5 The relationship between the posture of the units. a Symbols to represent the parameters of the 4 link mechanism for the mathematical 
formula. b Definition of angles θ . c Relationships between θ1 and θ2 – θ5 . d The definition of lout and lin . e Changes of wire length and ratio 
between CWL outside and inside in each unit
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They do not have solutions when being over 45◦ , which 
means that the angles converge to a singular pose.

This relationship shows the mechanical constraints of 
the HSFM. The solution for each angle θ2 – θ5 for θ1 was 
obtained uniquely, which means that the HSFM has only 
one DoF. θ2 started to change when θ1 exceeded 5◦ , and 
θ2 was always smaller than θ1 . Similarly, θ3 hardly moved 
until θ2 began to change, and this tendency could be 
observed at every unit. Therefore, the transformation of 
the HSFM starts from its tip, and the root joint angle ( θ5 ) 
cannot be changed so much until a larger angular change 
occurs in the tip joint ( θ1 ). In detail, θ5 keeps the straight 
state while θ1 is in the middle state, and θ5 becomes the 
middle state after θ1 gets in the spiral state. These results 
confirmed that 4 contiguous units construct the mid-
dle state and the other units can be a rigid body. The 
mechanical constraints imply the structural strength of 
the HSFM. The actual strength is justified with the hard-
ware in "Strength for body weight support" Section.

Wire length
In this section, we calculated the wire length. To con-
trol the HSFM’s posture with one motor, the relationship 
between the amount of winding wire and the amount of 
releasing wire should be clarified. If the relationship is 
not carefully calculated, extra slack or tension will hap-
pen. When the ratio of the amount of both wires is con-
stant, we can drive both simultaneously by designing the 
diameter of the pulleys that wind and release the wires.

The wire length is calculated with the same model that 
we used in "Mechanical constraints" Section. The wire’s 
paths are made at the point of the edge of every unit (b 
and c in Fig.  3). We defined the length of wires outside 
and inside, ln−out and ln−in , respectively (Fig.  5d). Then, 
n means the number of units. They are calculated in the 
following equations, respectively:

where, a,  b,  c, and θ are defined in "Mechanical con-
straints" Section. The two wires change individual length 
simultaneously. The ratio of changes in the wire length 
must be the same for all n to avoid extra slack or tension 
of the wires. The changes in wire length can be defined 
as the difference between the length of the wire in the 
straight and spiral states. Since we have clarified that θ is 
0 degrees in the straight state and 45 degrees in the spi-
ral state, we substitute those values into the equations 

(12)
l2n−out = (bn+1 + ansinθn − bncosθn)

2

+ (ancosθn + bnsinθn)
2

(13)
l2n−in = (−cn+1 + ansinθn − bncosθn)

2

+ (ancosθn − cnsinθn)
2

(12) and (13). Then, the changes of wire length out-
side and inside are defined as CWLn−out and CWLn−in , 
respectively:

CWL of each unit is calculated and shown in Fig.  5e. 
CWLn−out is always longer than CWLn−in . The ratio of 
CRL in each unit can be obtained as Ration:

Figure  5e shows Ration is always constant around 1.05. 
By designing the diameter of pulleys outside:inside = 
1.05:1.00, two wires are driven simultaneously without 
extra slack or tension. Even if we changed the path of the 
wires, we can prevent extra slack or tension by changing 
the diameter of the pulleys.

Experiments and discussion
This section introduces the design of the 2nd prototype 
of the HSFM and evaluates its performance in terms of 
body weight support, and grounding function, and wire 
drive.

2nd prototype
The 2nd prototype was designed to have more strength, a 
higher grounding function, and a more compact size than 
the 1st prototype. Figure 6 shows the appearance of the 
2nd prototype including interaction with a human, one-
unit design, and size comparison. The mass of the 2nd 
prototype was designed 2.0 kg. It can transform between 
spiral and straight poses in 1 s.

First, to enhance its strength, carbon fiber printing 
technology (Markforged Mark Two) was used. The parts 
were printed with two nozzles, extruding onyx and car-
bon fiber. The outside of the parts is covered by Onyx, 
and the inside is filled with the carbon fiber. The printed 
material’s strength is stated to be equivalent to that of 
aluminum 6061-T6 [25]. Detailed analysis of stiffness 
will be provided in "Strength for body weight support" 
Section.

Second, the grounding function was improved: The 
shape of the grounding area was designed to be an arc, as 
shown in Fig. 6b. The arc was depicted as a circle passing 
through the grounding points of three successive units. 
Moreover, it was designed to avoid conflicts between suc-
cessive units. The strength of the arc shape is analyzed 
in "Strength for body weight support" Section, and the 
evaluation of the grounding function is demonstrated in 
"Grounding" Section.

(14)CWLn−out = ln−out(θ=45) − ln−out(θ=0)

(15)CWLn−in = ln−in(θ=0) − ln−in(θ=45)

(16)Ration = CWLn−out/CWLn−in
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Finally, the size became more compact than the 1st 
prototype: Fig.  6c. Although the 1st prototype changes 
the unit’s width gradually, the 2nd prototype unified the 
width of the tip and root units, respectively. Addition-
ally, the arc shape of the root units was not designed 
because they do not touch the ground, which contrib-
uted to the downsizing. The length in the straight pos-
ture is 1000 mm and that in the spiral posture is 450 mm. 
In this paper, the extension rate is defined as the rate of 
maximum length to minimum length. We achieved 2.22 
extension rate, which is very high compared with simple 
linear actuators.

Strength for body weight support
The strength of the HSFM was evaluated through both 
simulation and real-world experiments. In the simula-
tion, the strength of the arc shape was analyzed. We 
assumed that a large force (30 kg) was applied to the tip 
of the arc shape and its material was aluminum. Figure 7a 

shows the arc parts are hardly deformed. The minimum 
safety factor of the parts was more than 5, showing 
enough strength.

Simultaneously, the strength of the crossing links 
has a big impact on the structural strength. Since these 
links are long, they are more susceptible to forces and 
moments than T-shape units. In particular, buckling 
should be taken care of. The buckling behavior in struc-
tural mechanics can be represented as Euler’s buckling 
equation. It relates the critical buckling load to the prop-
erties of the structure. The equation is as follows:

where F is the critical buckling load, which represents 
the minimum load required to cause buckling. E, I, and 
L is the modulus of elasticity of the material, the second 
moment of area, and effective length of the structure. 

(17)F =
Cπ2EI

L2

Fig. 6 High-Strength and Flexible Mechanism. a Interaction with a human. b One unit design and five consecutive units. c Size comparison 
with the prototype

Fig. 7 Strength was analyzed through simulation and real-world experiments. a Simulation of the strength of the arc shape. Blue arrow means 
force (300 N) applied to the parts. Lock marker means that the positions of the point (2 holes) are locked. b Setup of the real-world experiments. c 
Time-series data of the reaction force from the ground to the feet (total of both feet)
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C is the constant value whose value depends on the 
conditions of end support of the column. To enhance 
the strength against buckling, we increase the second 
moment of area I. The cross-section of this link is rectan-
gular, and its second moment of area I is expressed by the 
following equation with its width b and height h.

The greater I gets, the less likely the part is to bend. 
Hence, h should be designed to be long to get high 
strength.

In real-world experiments, the 2nd prototype’s strength 
was confirmed through human interaction. We meas-
ured how much weight the 2nd prototype can support 
when a person leaned over it. The subject wore a foot 
plantar pressure measurement system (Pedar) [26, 27]. 
The sampling frequency was 50 Hz, and the signals were 
smoothed with a moving average method at 0.1 s win-
dows. The mechanism’s posture was locked with a posi-
tion control of the motor and wires.

Figure  7b shows the setup of the experiment and (c) 
shows the time-series data of the foot force (total of both 
feet). The initial foot force was the subject’s body weight 
in the case without the support and was 470 N. The sub-
ject gradually leaned his weight on the 2nd prototype, 
which reduced the foot force to 280 N. In addition, the 
weight was applied suddenly with impact force from 50 s 
to 60 s. The forces did not cause a major transformation 
of the mechanism nor damage to the driving system. 
Applying larger force was prevented due to a human’s 
balancing ability. The results confirmed that the 2nd pro-
totype can support 200 N weight. Further, we plan to use 
a couple of HSFMs in the development of assistive robots 
in the future. They will support more than 400 N or 600 
N body weight, which can be enough to support the 
whole body of the user.

(18)I =
bh3

12

There is an offset between the ground point and the 
position of the top of the HSFM, which can affect the 
performance of body weight support. This offset can gen-
erate a moment when the HSFM supports body weight. 
Since the moment may act on breaking the HSFM and 
making the HSFM slip on the ground, further experi-
ments will be conducted in the future.

Grounding
The grounding function of the first and 2nd prototypes 
were analyzed. Figure  8’s colored circles show that the 
grounding parts of the prototype were discrete and shifts 
of the grounding point were rough. In contrast, the 2nd 
prototype was designed to make the shifts smooth: The 
grounding area has circular parts and the shifts are con-
tinuous. The prototypes were driven using the wires and 
the DC motor at a constant speed. The trajectories of the 
top of them were measured using an optical motion cap-
ture system (Opti Track). Figure  8 shows the trajectory 
of the prototypes. The top parts went up from 500 mm 
height to 1000  mm height while shifting 1000  mm on 
the ground. The 1st prototype’s trajectory had an une-
ven line. In contrast, the 2nd prototype demonstrated a 
smooth line: The effectiveness of the circular arc parts 

Fig. 8 Experiments demonstrating the grounding function. a The grounding images and the trajectory of the 1st prototype’s top. The colored 
circles express certain grounding points. b Those of the 2nd prototype. c Condition of the measurement

Fig. 9 Experiments to investigate the required tension force. a 
Setup of the experiment. b Relationship between the tension force 
and the weight that the 2nd prototype supports
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was confirmed. This function will contribute to the com-
fortableness of the assistance.

Wire driven
Static force experiments were conducted to estimate the 
tension force required of wire to support body weight. 
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 9a. The 2nd pro-
totype was placed on a desk and the weight was hung 
from the top of it using a string. Weights of 0, 1.5, 2.5, 
and 4 kg were used. A digital spring scale was tied to the 
tip of the wire and was pulled until the prototype starts to 
move. Since the results may differ from the HSFM’s pos-
ture, the measurements were conducted in several pos-
tures. Figure 9a shows that unit 7 was set in the highest 
position and hung the weight. Following that, the other 
units (3–6) were also set at the top and the weight was 
applied.

Figure  9b shows the results of this experiment. The 
points represent the required tension force in each con-
dition: four types of weights and five units to which the 
weight was hung. The dotted lines were obtained using 
the least-squares method. The parameters of the lines are 
represented as

where Table 1 shows Slope and Intercept. No significant 
differences were observed between the slope of the lines 
(mean gradient = 1.63). However, the initial tension force 
(Intercept in Table  1) increased as the number of units 
increased. We considered that the weight of the mecha-
nism itself had a slight impact on the increase of Inter-
cept. However, the gaps of Intercept can be ignored when 
values of weight are large such as body weight. Assum-
ing that the 2nd prototype supports 20 kg, 320 N will be 
required as the tension force (Additional file 1).

Conclusion
In conclusion, this paper proposed the High-Strength 
and Flexible Mechanism (HSFM) for limb-type assistive 
robots. The HSFM can transform between straight and 
spiral poses while maintaining high strength due to its 
mechanical constraints. The constraints were analyzed 
based on the geometric calculation. Due to the design 
based on Archimedes’ spiral, a 2.2 extension rate was 
obtained. In addition, the HSFM’s driving methodology 

(19)(Tension) = (Slope)× (Weight)+ (Intercept)

was achieved with just one motor and wires, contributing 
to a simple control system. Furthermore, the experiments 
confirmed that the HSFM can support 20 kg and shift its 
grounding point smoothly. The required tension force of 
the wires was also investigated for future applications.

One limitation of this paper is the HSFM’s size. We 
plan to use HSFM in a straight state for the assistance 
of walking. Although it achieved a high extension rate, it 
may disturb the wearer doing daily living activities. We 
will focus on downsizing the HSFM in the future. Since 
its size depends on the diameter of the spiral, the fur-
ther design will start from the sketch of the spiral again. 
In addition, we will improve designs that could cause 
entrapment of fingers or clothing. Furthermore, the 
HSFM’s performance in practical scenarios such as sit-to-
stand and walking should be evaluated. For the applica-
tion, appropriate control systems and wearable segments 
will be developed in the future.
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